
A PERSONAL ENQUIRY  
 
 
I was pleased to attend the consultation event in the Royal Concert Hall on Tuesday 4 September in respect 
of the Factoring Commission. Whilst I found this initially useful and hopefully contributed positively to the 

consultation two caveats arose for me in respect of (a) the composition of the Commission and (b) what will 
happen to the recommendations it eventually produces. 
 
My caveats were in part occasioned by an attendee at the event, who I understand has been leading a 
campaign in respect of tenant rights as they apply to the conduct of GHA. He did unfortunately rant on for 

some 20/25 mins refusing to withdraw, he being extremely agitated and vociferous in condemning the 

complete lack of Tenant Organisational Membership of the Commission.. I will not delineate other remarks 
he made. 
 
His tirade did lead to a dismissal of his criticism by many there but not all. I had the opportunity the 
following day to talk with the Chair of the Commission, Jean Charsley, who explained that no Commission 

member was representative of an organisation but selected on what she felt they could usefully contribute 
as a member of the Commission. 
 
Unfortunately, a number of members of the Commission are recorded as being members/employees of a 
statutory organisation. There inclusion as 'individuals' is as a consequence confusing. The Commission is, I 

understand also an arms length entity from the City Authority who nevertheless field employees on 

Commission Membership an additional confusion. 
 
In respect of a 'formal' Commission Membership I take the view that  'tenants' who in the City of Glasgow 

make up the majority of households should have representation on that Commission eg from STO/TPAS or 
any other bona fide organisation which represents the voice of tenants. 
 
My second caveat is the brief given the Commission. As I understand it will make recommendations - to 
whom? The City Authority and then what? What executive powers can the Commission or the City, for that 

matter, bring to bear to improve property management. They cannot 'instruct' me for example as a home 
owner unless I default on  making good a dangerous situation or one which will or can lead to a serious 

disrepair  
Certainly, a database of registered factors would be useful with them accepting the Government's Code of 
Conduct implementation 1st October 2012. Beyond that the City have no power excepting to ensure its own 

property is properly managed. 
 
In addition, my experience of the City in the context of planning or HMO licensing breaches in respect of 

enforcement is very poor so what of enforcing good factoring? 
 
So why the Commission?  
 
Just some thoughts on paper in the event others have an uneasy feeling about the why of the Commission 
and what for? 
 
Ralph Green  


